
   

      

        THE LOOKBOOK                                    

   

 End of March seminar in Carmel ... 

  … sitting on a balcony adjoining my room enjoying the view eating granola                  

   … a most fascinating thing happened  

    … a Seagull visited ’yapping’ for my granola!        

   

   

   

   

 

        

  more on page 2 
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While eating my granola enjoying the view from my 

room’s balcony at the hotel where the seminar is 

held, a very friendly seagull paid a visit. He seemed 

to think I should share my granola! He was persistent 

“yapping” very loudly. If I hadn’t seen the bird, I 

would have thought it was a dog barking.  

Before long, he was joined by a second seagull. I 

think ‘he’ saw the granola the first bird was eating 

and wanted some for himself. I caved and also gave 

some to him.  

Then I found out later …  you are not supposed to 

feed the birds on the balcony!  

Live and learn. It was fun while it lasted! 

 

Inspiration and Information 

Inspiration 

A surprise greeted both Loes and I at the beginning of the first March seminar. My arriving with the new 

fabric Loes ordered, assuming it was the usual replication of her fabric order, was met with a shocked 

look on her face. “This is not what I ordered!” Always after Loes submits the fabric order, it is shipped to 

me—assuming the shipment reflects her order. This time was different! Except for a couple of ‘correct’ 

fabrics, the order was replaced by other fabrics resembling her order but not exactly!   

Thus, photos taken at her store and seen in this publication may not always be available fabric. Most of 

it can be closely substituted with what I did receive. As always, the photos of Loes’ garments are meant 

for inspiration! 

 

Information 

Due to several contributing factors, currently Loes is not publishing patterns. However, her creativity is 

still thriving! Creating a bevy of new unpublished designs, she uses  these patterns to create garments 

in her store. In addition, there are garments representing the published patterns! 

How can you get access to these unpublished patterns? The new designs are a focus of each of her Car-

mel Sewing Seminars. People attending see the garments in her store and then have the opportunity to 

trace the patterns and create garments for themselves.  

Loes creativity can not stand still! This Lookbook is intended to be an inspiration. There will be photos of 

garments created from her new patterns. Most of them can be closely duplicated using existing pat-

terns. We will include that information.  

The unpublished patterns also showcase what ‘goes on’ at the sewing seminars. Many people attend 

seminars each time they are offered. Not only do they enjoy the camaraderie experienced, but there is 

always something new. Loes teaching her techniques is a large part of what transpires. But the option of 

tracing and sewing Loes’ new designs has become a vital part of each seminar.  

 We would love to have you attend a Carmel seminar. Dates listed on next page. If you would like infor-

mation, please contact us. (Contact information on last page.) 

 

And … maybe you will enjoy a visit with a Seagull! 
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Working diligently at last March, 2019, seminar. 

 

2020 Carmel Seminar Dates 

 

March 13-17, March 27-31 

October  9-13, October 23-27 

 

Something new to consider regarding the seminars! 

 

Often at the end of the seminars, some attendees have indicated they wished they had more 

time to finish projects. The owner of the Hofsas House (hotel where seminars are held, Loes, 

and Sharon have tossed around different options to accommodate the idea.  

The owner of the Hofsas House came up with a great idea.  Adding more time at the seminars, 

she suggested adding 1-3 days. It would be optional. You would be able to leave on Tuesday. 

We are working on what needs to be done before making this a reality including: 

           *  Number of additional days (up to 3) 

       * Minimum of 3 people committing to stay longer 
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219-1                       

Pale muted pink  

Light weight rayon 

crepe 

Tank top 

Info on Loes tank 

later 

219-7   

Mid taupe infused 

with pink 

Light weight rayon 

crepe  

Madagascar Tank  

219-3  

Off white  

Light weight poly 

blend knit 

Texture lightly  

Tank Top  

219-4 

Cocoa Beige 

Light weight poly 

blend knit 

Texture lightly  

Tank Top 

219-11   

Cream light 

weight Tencel  

Malaga Pants 

219-1 

Pale Stormy Pink 

(very subdued) 

Polyester blend 

Tank Top 

918-12  (earlier 

fabric added) 

Taupe   

Light Weight    

Rayon/Synthetic 

woven. 

Malaga Pants 

219-3  

Repeat of above   219-3          

information 

219-10 

Gray rayon woven 

with washed         

appearance 

Malaga Pants  

First look at March Seminar/Spring Fabric 

Pictured on black background. Basic black is a must.                                              

All of these fabric work with black.                                                                      

Choose Black Jersey Knit and one of our Black Woven fabrics. 

We have grouped black wovens and black knits                                                          

suitable for warm weather on website.  

 

 

 

Colors 

not   

always 

totally 

accu-

rate.  
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There is an adequate amount of taupe color in this 

‘gray’ fabric to mix and match with fabrics in                

Seminar/Spring fabrics 

 

 

Fabric Left of 219-10 Gray Rayon Blend: 

219-8  Pale Pink Rayon                                           

219-7  Smokey Taupe with Pink Rayon Crepe          

1118-3  Black Rayon Jersey                                        

219-5  Black/White Vertical Texture Woven  

 

  

  

  Pants                                                   
 *  219-10, Gray Rayon Blend                                               

 *  Malaga Pant pattern 

   

  Make your own pants                                                          

 * Use above information—fabric & pattern                                     

 * Option: Ascona Pant Pattern 

 

  Cardigan  

 *  Unpublished pattern                                 

 *  Fabric issue discussed on page 2 

   

Make your own cardigan 

 *  Substitute 918-9, Lightweight, Gray  

  Knit—or your choice.                              

      *  Barcelona Jacket pattern                          

      *  Lower and widen neckline.                       

      *  Front closed with buttons and loops 

     placed at edge on center front.  

219-10 

Gray Rayon Blend 

Inspiration and Information  Another look at fabric                  

219-10 

Gray Rayon Blend 

918-9 

Substitute 
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Inspiration and Information 

 

Skirt 

         *219-5, Black/White Vertical Text. Rayon/Poly         

 * Unpubished tube skirt pattern with front slit.     

 * Loes used right side of fabric. 

Make your own skirt 

 * Boot Skirt Pattern with slit in front/shortened.              

 * Right side of fabric.                                    

 * Option: use wrong side of fabric  

 

Tank Top 

 * Unpublished pattern                                              

 * Chiffon laundered after top is made.  (Check laun-

    dered fabric swatch to check shrinkage if any. Cut 

    fabric allowing for the shrinking (if any).                   

Make your own tank top 

 * Use cami pattern in Tank Dress pattern enlarging as 

    cami is VERY fitted. Use regular tank top in that pat-

    tern to redraw cut lines.                                              

 * Use ‘regular’ tank in Tank Dress pattern.                  

 * Check chiffon on website. Black is great.                  

 * Or use a knit fabric 

 

Note:   

Slit is lower 

than slit in Boot 

Skirt pattern. 

 
Front hemline.  

 

Another option: 

 * Use wrong side (paler color)  

 * Use for a Madagascar Tank or Rochelle Top 

 

See options on next page 

219-5 
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  Or make pants!   

 

Photo is Sharon’s version using this fabric 

for Malaga Pants. Yes, photo is not so 

great! As they say, “Haste makes waste!” 

 

As many seminar attendees did, I made Malaga Pants using the ‘right 

side’ - same side Loes used for her skirt, 219-5, Black/White Vertical 

Woven. They are fabulous pants.  

 

Then I used the ‘wrong side’ of same fabric and constructed a Mada-

gascar Tank Top (one of my fav’ top patterns). 

Add some jewelry or a scarf. (Forgot that part.)  

 

Fabric options for other tops to wear with pants: 

Inspiration and Information 

Some Options: 

 

Same Skirt—Different Top!                                     

More cardigan info on page 9. 

 

210-2, Off White Tex-

tured Knit—light weight 

Any top– tank or tee 

219-8 Smokey Pink 

Rayon– light weight 

crepe 

219-1 Palest Muted Smokey Pink light weight 

knit using the Cap Tee pattern. 

The two fabrics containing the word ‘pink’ definitely have pink in them. However, the rayon is a smokey pink and not all that pale,  

The Muted Smokey Pink Sweater Knit has a mix of taupe, tan, and pink.  Color is more in the mid range.  

All three of these light weight knits have a slight texture, good for warm weather, and are beautiful. 

Makes a great           

Madagascar Tank 

Top Same fabric 

as skirt 
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More of Loes’ Inspiration and Information  

Remember the City Dress Pattern, one of 

Loes Hinse Design’s earlier creations?      

(One of those no longer in print.) 

 

Dress Top 

 * City Dress Pattern tweaked              

 * 219-2, Oatmeal Vertical Textured 

    Cotton Blend incorporating elbow 

    length sleeves 

 

Make your own Top of Dress 

 * Use Bianca Sweater Pattern top        

 * Use pattern instructions except for 

    hem and if incorporating new sleeve 

    length.                                                   

 * If needed, recut hem edge allowing 

    diameter to be same width as top of 

    skirt. 

Note:   Dress has a dropped waist.       

 

 

Dress Skirt             

Make you own skirt part (tube) of dress    

 * Use top of skirt from a different pat-

    tern such as the Swing Skirt                      

 * Or make a tube measuring desired 

    length.                                                    

 * Add enough width to tube to acco -  

    modate desired wearing ease.             

 * Serge/sew top to bottom.                       

 * Hem skirt bottom. 

Note:  This midweight fabric has a lot of tex    

   tural interest. Test a swatch for    

   shrinkage before cutting. Will be  

   much easier to cut out pattern pieces 

   on unlaundered fabric. If you see    

   shrinkage, allow length and/or width 

   as needed.  

Top attached to bottom 

219-2 
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Inspiration and Information 

  

Can’t beat the two new light weight rayon crepe fabric.  

 

219-9 219-8 

Great tops like this 

Madagascar Tank  

 

Or 

Skirts 

Dresses 

Fuller Leg Pant 

(need pant liner) 

And the colors mix 

and match with       

EVERTHING. 

219-11, Cream Tencel 

Malaga Pant Pattern 

This is a ‘must have’ for warm weather. 

Tencel is lighter weight and wear with     

EVERYTHING! 

 

 

219-4       

Coco Beige  

219-1 

Pale Muted 

Pink 

219-3       

Off White  

 

 

Two  Rayon Light Weight Crepe Options: 

219-9 

New Light Weight Textured Knits 

Light weight enough for warm weather! 

Cap Tee is a great choice is a great choice. 

Other light weight 

textured knit choices 

219-11 

1118-1b 

Black Lace 

Sicilian Tank 

Loes Hinse Studio 

Collection 
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                    Inspiration and Information 

 

 

 

Cardigan 

 * White Cardigan from earlier Look edition                                         

 * 219-3 Off White Textured knit fabric  

 

Make your own Cardigan 

 * Barcelona Jacket Pattern (can shorten)                                      

 * Current 219-3, Off White Textured Knit                                   

 * Any current knits or others on website 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cardigan 

 * Barcelona Pattern Cardigan                  

 * 918-2, Black Open Weave fabric    

 

Make your own Cardigan     

 * 918-2, Black Open Weave Knit                                     

 * Barcelona Jacket Pattern or your choice                   

 * Use other knits on website or other colored 

    knits. 

                                                     

  

918-2 

 

219-3 

Off White Textured 

Knit 

Actual Off 

White Color is 

lighter than 

swatch. 
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More Inspiration and Information 

Loes tweaked the Bianca Sweater 

Pattern into a button down the    

back garment. Loes’ new             

unpublished blouse 

pattern in white tex-

tured 

ray-

on.  

Some of Loes’ latest design ideas 

Loes widens neck on 

Bianca. 

218-16, Cream Rib 

Knit, makes a great 

Bianca. Also is light 

weight and make any 

warm weather top. 

See in KNIT FABRIC—

Lighter Weight Collec-

tion (drop down list.  

Sale Price!! 

Gray Chiffon 

Tank over 

Gray Jersey 

Tank. Great 

summer look! 

Another of Loes’ inspirations similar to 

jacket on page 5. She added outside   

pocket detail on this one. 

Black Chiffon 

New Cami 

Woven top with V neck 

and front slit 
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SEWING TIPS FROM LOES 

 

A Seam Ripper is not only for ripping seams! 

 

While hemming a garment (in photo), often one 

fabric area needs to be eased onto another. 

What technique does Loes use? She uses her 

Seam Ripper to slowly ease (barely pushing) top 

layer up against presser foot.  

 

A seam ripper, in fact, is used quite often by 

Loes in other areas of garment construction 

when easing two fabric layers together. Same 

idea as above. This technique can be used on 

knits and woven fabrics.  

 

Too much speed! 

 

When things seem to be going well while sewing and/or serging, some of us take pleasure in 

quickly moving fabric under the pressure foot sewing through a long length of seam without 

stopping. Some of us tend to place one hand at the top of what we are sewing and the other 

hand at the bottom of wherever we think we plan to stop sewing (usually a long length of fab-

ric) keeping up a fast pace. Because it seems to be working, our goal is to get the garment 

completed quickly.  

While watching Loes sew, you will not see her hastily sewing/serging long expanses of a seam. 

What you will see is Loes’ very ‘hands on’ approach to sewing/serging. Keeping one hand on 

fabric at top of machine and the other just a few inches away, she sews a very short length of 

fabric at a time. Keeping complete control, she continually keeps her hands on the fabric sew-

ing only short distances at a time. The end result … a perfectly sewn seam.  

 

Information on Loes’ existing published patterns 

 

Many of the Loes Hinse Design and one of the Loes Hinse Studio patterns are                      

now ‘out of print’ and no longer available. These patterns were published years ago.                              

You will find them missing on the pattern list available on the website. 

 

Patterns remaining on the list are still available.                                                                        

However, more will be eliminated as they run out.  
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You really need some basic black pants … or skirts. 

Current black woven fabric choices for warm weather 

918-10 Black 

Microfiber Gab 

w/Lycra 

918-11 Black 

Light Weight 

Rayon Crepe 

918-13 

Black Rayon 

with a tad of 

stretch 

1118-15a 

Black Rayon 

with no lycra  

Don’t forget to check out all Fabric Collections  

on the website. 

 

There are other light weight fabrics  

that would blend well the current new Spring Collection. 

 

 

 * All of the Jersey Knits make GREAT warm weather       

    garments—with sleeves or a tank top.                                          

  

 * Most jerseys are on sale!! 

 

 * And don’t forget Loes’ jersey knit pants. 

  So comfortable for warm weather. 

  Use the Malaga Pant Pattern making a tad larger. 
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This is one happy group of  

Seminar Attendees! 

And … they are all wearing            

Malaga Pants they made at              

the seminar! 

 

Yes...the one on bottom left is holding 

up her Malaga pants.                   

Looks like she is wearing them! 

 

Contact Information 

 

 Loes Hinse 

 Phone  831-620-1060 

 www.loeshinse.net 

 

 Sharon Lyon, Casual Elegance 

 Phone   530-343-6838 

 Email   info@casualelegancefabric.com 

 www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

 

We would love to have you attend a  

Loes Hinse Sewing Seminar! 

Remaining 2019 dates: 

October 4-9 and 25-29 

2020 dates: 

March 13-17 and 27-31 

October 9-13 and 23-17 
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